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The above was the climax In th.
report read by Chairman A. B. Rene
ban of the special committee of the
city council to investigate "the alleged
insinuation or intimation made by Mr.
C. F. Street, in a letter addressed to
Mrs. John R. McFie, chairman of the
Civic committee, Woman's Club, Santa
Fe that there were rumors that onl;'
for a large sum of corruption money
could the Santa Fe Water and Light
company obtain a new franchise or a
renewal of its existing one."
The report was listened to with intense interest by the councilmen last
night and by prominent Santa Feans
who gathered in the hall to hear the
Many smile
"Street disclosures."
seamed the countenances of the lav-yerin the room as Mr. Street's let
ter was read. Following its reading
the report was accepted and the com
mittee discharged.
The report covered six typewritten
pages. Several pages were devotedto
to tne letter sent by the chairman
Mr. Street asking him several questions, and caused much craning of
necks and looks of eagerness. The
broko
reply of Mr. Street, however,
the tension and there was almost, a
ripple of mirth as the last line of his
letter stating: "It seems that no good
can come from further discussion of
the matter."
Th2 Report in Full.
Interest
Tn view of the widespread
in the "Street statement" the full report of the committee is published.
It is as follows:
Santa Fe, X. M., Aug. 12, 1913.
To the Mayor and City Council of the
City of Santa Fe:
s

Your special committee, composed
of the members of the standing healtn
committee, beg to report in respect
to the matter submitted to them for
investigation; that is' to say, the ai
leged insinuation or intimation mad.i
by Mr. C. F. Street, in a letter addressed to Mrs. John 11. McFie, chairman
Woman's Club
Civics Committee,
Santa Fe, and published in the New
Mexican of the issue of the Sth of
July, 1913, to the effect that there
were rumors that only for a large sun
of corruption money could the Santa
Fe Water and Light company obtain
a new franchise or a renewal of its
existing one, and suggesting that unless such money In abundance wers
forthcoming the company would b
driven from the city and its property
confiscated
1.
The question involved, and especially that feature of it which ha",
been construed to import an insinuation that a member of the city counei'.
or some other person not a member
of that body, had made representations
either directly or indirectly, that for
a vicious consideration he would procure for the said company a new
franchise; in other words, that for
such compensation he would deliver
the affirmative votes of the member!
of the council in the interest aforesaid,
:

has received earnest consideration
2. Three open meetings have been
held In the lobby of the Capital
building, In the law library.
3. The manager of the Water company was Interrogated and disclaimed
any knowledge of the subject matter
of the Inquiry. The mayor came before the committee and gave such information as he possessed.
4. Investigation was made to do- termine whether or not a similar com
mittee named by the chamber of commerce for a like purpose had obtained
any substantial or concrete evidence
to support or overthrow the Intimated
charge, if It can be so considered, ap
pearing in the publication mentioned.
It is understood that that committee
made no record of its proceedings, so
that we were without the aid which
we expected to derive from Us activities.

The committee came to the con5.
clusion that an interpretation of the
Mr. Street In his
language used by
communication was more to be do
sired than an Investigation, at least
an interpretation of the language
should precede investigation, for if the
meaning of the writer was innocent,
reand if whatever offense it gave versulted from loose and careless
Mr. Street,
biage, the mental state of
would
when he wrote, if disclosed,
furthei
probably make unnecessarydiscussion.
debate, controversy or
of the com
Thereupon the chairman communicate
mittee wa3 directed to
on page three).
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nounced officially at noon today that
t
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made a specialty of eye. ear and
Albany. N. Y.. Aug. .13. Governc-the Industrial Workers would attempt
beWilson issued a statement
throat operations.
to hold street meetings tonight in the Sulzer, impeached by the assembly Commander- No. 2, Detroit, marched
For several months previous to his
face of the police order prohibiting jof the New York legislature, will re-- 0(t jl(o tne all8pjcious ,)ltmde ground tore the Democratic house caucus rereveisist removal from office; refuse a:
them to do so.
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U)e am co,. sumed consideration of the adminis- mental collapse and the startling
a day
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lation
condition,
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rarely
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tration bill today, announcing that he
i
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aima .,o
chops," said Scarlett. "You can Hani? UB ttUlJUB
passed that he did not perform two
to amend
to weapon in his power to retain office, second Triennial Conclave began heio lelieved it not advisable
or three difficult operations.
flags all over your house and starve
U'.otK)
before
this
spectators
morning
us
It was the death on the operating
the measure at present with provisbefore, during, and after his trial for!
death. They cannot, prevent
of Hie ye,- -. The Detroit team opened the contest
the right of free speech in be impeachment, regard!
to poslpons table of an aged and wealthy farmer,
credits
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for
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ed
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drill.
exhibition
with u brief
diot
half of the laborer.'
Jacob F. Schaad, that brought Dr.
'The governor s plan of resistance by common agreement from compel - that phase of banking reform until
Four bystanders were shot seriouscareer to a climax. Schaad had
less seriously tc the effort to oust him, embraces an! turn in drilling, tie Damascus con - the December session, when the gov- a ttimurouB growth on his upper jaw.
ly and three others
markreceive
team
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.
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i
maiidwy
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i,u
now
wounded in a riot on East Second
studying lie consulted Dr. Dabney and was aseminent commission
,i,
"on, the army officers who were the
South street last night, when a spe- became necessary! proband through!
in Europe will have re sured that a minor operation would
subject
He intends
remove the disfigurement.
cial policeman waved an American mandamus proceedings.
Smundery No, 7,;, Chi- - ported.
to attempt to exercise all the func-- ,
Besides Dr. Dabney and the nurse,
flag in the race of an Industrial Work-- Representative A. Mitchell Palmer, there were present when Schaad
the .
er of the World orator. Thousands of tions of governor,
including
movements
wmuii
arm,
executing
of the caucus, conferred lapsed into unconsciousness under the
people gathered at the scene of the pardon right, if desirable, so long as brought
forth continued applause chairman
with the president and was acquaint influence of an anaesthetic, Dr. C. B.
shooting, and it was necessary to call he remains within the state during from the watchers.
with the contents of the statement, Ballard and Dr. J. B. Penrose. As Dr.
out the fire department to dispense the remainder of his term, or until
Newton commandery No. 1, Newton ed
which it was hoped to per- Dabney proceeded with the knife the
the crowd. None of the injured will stopped by the courts.
through
next
drill
team
its
Kansas, presented
e
suade
die.
In short, Governor Sulzer will
insurgent Democrats two surgeons detected that there was
its
with
done
showing
and had not
to abandon their fight for agricultural something wrong and both began to
The Industrial Worker of the World
to recognize the impeachment at noon.
remonstrate. Dr. Dabney became anorator had been talking on the street proceedings and may refuse to appear
In the following order, drill teaniii currency. The president said:
for some time and had just uttered before the court of impeachment foriwere to
"Again and again during the discus- gry and ordered them out of the operthe remainder
during
appear
sion of the currency bill it has been ating room. When the two doctors had
the words, "I am not one of those trial. He bases his program chiefly 0 the day:
law and cn the
should left according to the story of the
who stand for this
ground that the assembly has! Kansas City Commandery Xo. 1), urged that special provision
be made in it for the facilitation of! nurse who had remained trembling
order," when Axel Steele, a former ro constitutional right to consiuer im- - Kansas City, Mo.
the beside the unconscious patient, Dr.
deputy sheriff, waved a flag in his pcachnient at its extraordinary ses-- i
Raper Commandery No. 1, Indian- such credits as the farmersof of
agri- Dabney began to dissect the face and
face and proclaimed his defense of sion.
country most stand in need
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the law. At the same moment sevSt. Aldemar Commandery No. 18. cultural credit as distinguished from throat of the unconscious man. Roth
As a part of his program, Governor;
eral shots were fired and four by- Sulzer will continue to issue instrue- - St. Louis, Mo.
ordinary commercial and industrial sides of the face were laid open and
standers fell seriously wounded, while tions to state troops and the naval
deep incisions were made in the
Columbia Commandery No. 03, Chi- - credits.
three others received minor injuries. militia as commander-in-chief"Such proposals were not adopted throat. But the skill of the mad surto theicago, 111.
No.
The shooting was done by members heads of the various state depart-- ; Mt. Olive Commandery
because such credits could be only geon was shown in the dexterity with
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Workers
of the Industrial
imperfectly provided for in such a which he avoided inflicting a fatal
meats under his direction and will at- - Wichita, Kan,
Ascalon Commandery No. 16,
World, four of whom were arrested tempt to occupy the executive chain-- ;
measure. The scope and character of wound on his living subject.
How far the crazed' Burgeon Would
charged with inciting a riot. Before her dailv.
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president pro!
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ally succeeded in clearing the street, tempore of the senate, called a
far as the special interests of the cannot, be told, tor the horrified nurse
Iran shrieking from the room. Her
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however, 'more than a score of arrests
require
ing of the court of impeachment for
and
cries brought Doctors Ballard
had been made.
the judges until all the teams have
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machinery
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September IS,
with several of the hospital
finished.
When the police attempted to clear Wednesday,
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He also announced that
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The greatest drill contest in the his- - tor if rural
the streets after the shooting, the Inare to be success attendants to the rescue and Dr. Dab
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with the thirty-secontors refused to leave their stands, and
.rninent commission is now in Europe dishing his scalpel over the uncon
Both legislative houses
adjourneu urged on by the listeners, began call- until noon
the interesting and highly scious subject, was disarmed ami
19.
studying
Tuesday, August
but only after a desperate
(Continued on page four).
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than an hour in restoring order.
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an- tion. subject to change, was reached
Chief of Police B. F. Grant
ed that the congress will at that
Senate.
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of impeachment against
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country of the first magnitude and Mexican border outlined
report to
It was said that several of the men
LIND'S VISIT. -B- RITO UNDER significance. It should have accom- foreign relations committee.
by the as-arrested tonight would be charged Governor Sulzer adopted
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Herman Kehl, aged 23, clerk for Governor William Sulzer was liv
LEASED ON BAIL.
act wisely and with full knowledge of;roncy Djn.
telephone company, bones of left foot peached today by the assembly. The.
that we were about.
War department recommended exshattered.
lower house of the state;
"There has been too little federal pendHure of $20,000,000 to complete
Michael Schottl, aged 50, black- 'action of the
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legislature raised a vital question
smith, right leg fractured by shot.
legislation framed to serve the fanner inland waterway from Boston to
to whether, under the constitution,
X. C.
and with a deliberate adjust-iforF. J. Clift, aged 45, bartender, right
the governor must, vacate his office
SAIL FOR JAPAN ment to his real needs. We long ago)
.
leg fractured near hip; probably will
final adjudication of the irr.- pending
lose leg.
fell into the habit of assuming thatiM0RE REFUTATION OF
senate and
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iLans Wilson, the furloughed amoassa
trial court.
of the rest of the world, H. Towne of New York, told the senIndications are that, he will content dor to Mexico, issued a statement here the farmers
were so intelligent and so enterprls-- i ate
lobby committee today about the
CONGRESS MAV
bitterly the theory of the opposition today attacking the recent statement
!
that he becomes automatically barred accredited to the British foreign office ing and so at ease on the incompar-- formation of the national tariff comthat
our
of
continent
soils
ADJOURN TO
eble
great
'from exercising the functions of tie declaring that Great Britain had rec
mission association, of which he was
the Huerta government as n j they could feed the world and pros- president. Martin M. Mulhall had
NOVEMBER 1 ioffice the moment the articles of
car-i
no matter what handicap they
testified that the national association
peachment are formally presented fo provisional government only; that its per
and that he will be dh 'recognition was prompted by a desire led, no matter what disadvantage. of manufacturers was the chief fac:the
senate,
DemWashington, D. C, Aug. 13.
from resuming the duties of ito contribute to the restoration of or whether of the law or of the natural torg ln its organfzation
ocrats and Republicans of the senate qualified
under.
circumstances, they labored
Towne testified that the association
executive until the court of impeaU, jder and also because of Wilson's
tre earnestly considering the advisafails to sustain these charges, jgratulatory speech on the occasion of We have not exaggerated their
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bill in the house.
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Former Representative .lames R.
Senate Democrats will caucus to- executive chamber and had not an tions of the British foreign office ami failed to remove them when we did Watson was employed by the associamorrow and discuss a proposal of re- nounced his intention.
;with the character it has maintained see what they were.
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'I doubt the genuineness of the state-- ; forded them of handling their flnan-jtwtariff bill.
after 11 o'clock. He smiled
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The senate today resumed consider-ntio- n cheerily to correspondents who greet-- : ment, aB It is pure subterfuge
rial needs easily and inexpensively. drawn to Watson.
of the agriculture schedule.
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lengthy
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ON NEXT

San Francisco, Cal., Aug. 13. Marsha Warrington completed on the witness stand today her story of her relations with Maury I, Diggs, and the
trip to Reno- that resulted in the trial
of Diggs now in progress under the
Munn white slave act.
testified
Having
yesterday that
it
Diggs bought the transportation,
was necessary for her today to make
good the contention of the government that the trip was taken, in the
language of the statute "for immoral
purposes."
With lowered eyes, but without faltering, she confessed her misconduct.
Taking up her narrative where she
left it yesterday at the adjournment
of court, she continued:
"After arriving in Reno on March
10, we had luncheon and then we went
to the Riverside hotel, while Diggs
and Caininettl went to a real estate
office. They said they were going to
rent a bungalow and that they intended to remain in Reno about six
months.
"While we were waiting in the hotel parlor a man came in and we had
I paid for them.
some lemonade.
When Diggs and Caminetti returned,
Diggs registered, and we went to a
suite of rooms. We had two bed
Mr.
rooms, a parlor and a bath.
Diggs and I had one room and Caminetti and Lola the other.
"The morning after, 1 wrote a letter
home to my family, and so did Lola.
Diggs said we must not. mail them,
that they would betray our whereabouts. I told him
thought we had
He
better go back to Sacramento.
told us that If we did we girls the
officers would leurn where they tb!
men were.
"Diggs paid the bill at the hotel and
we went out to look at a bungalow.
Diggs introduced me to the real eBtat'j
agent as his wife.
"We took the bungalow, and while
we were there we were never out of it
farther
except at night and never
away than around the block. Diggs
cautioned us not to be seen.
"Diggs and I had the front bed
room, and Lola and Caminetti the rear
room for the three nights we slept
I
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Not until the crazed surgeon had
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Workers of the World.
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undertaken to perform vivisection on
it is thought that ull of the six who
a patient was it realized by the atreceived bullet wounds last night will
tendants In the operating room that
IthoiiEh Fred J. Clifford is m
ASKS FOR DELAY ON
PRIZE AWARDS ARE
madness was directing the arm and
a serious condition and may lose his; HE WILL FIGHT TO
scalpel as it sought to uncover vital
legs.
MEASURE
RURAL CREDIT
VERY VALUABLE
GOVERNOR!
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"When Chief Hillhouse came to arrest, us on the morning of the four- teenth, we were still in bed. Diggs
said: 'There are the police.' He understood that it was a serious situation, for he told me: 'It's up to you
girls to keep us out of the penitentiary.
Do everything you can to shield us.'
He told us to say that Lola and I had
occupied the front room and that he
and Caminetti had slept in the rear
room.
"When the officers came in, Lola
and I went into the bathroom to dress.
When we came out I saw Mr. Beasley
with them and I cried. Lola did too.
Mr. Beasley is an old friend of the
family. He put his arms around me
and comforted me. He was good to
Lola, too."
A
letter, addressed to "Dear
Pickles" Baid to have been written
after his arrest by Diggs to Miss War-- !
rington, was shown to the jury. The
letter contained this sentence:
"Don't worry now, everything will
come O. K. and you remember what
I said to you, the last words."
Miss Warrington was asked what
were the "last words."
Adjurations, she answered, not to
tell anything that would incriminate
the writer.
As soon as her testimony was concluded, cross examination began.
The government expected to produce Miss Norris, immediately after
the defense had finished with Miss
Warrington.
Before concluding her testimony on
direct examination. Miss Warrington
made admissions concerning her relations with Diggs in Reno. She hid
her face with her hand and spoke in
tones barely audible.
On
Miss Warrington said that she and Miss Nor-ri- s
had accompanied Diggs and Caminetti on trips to various California
cities previous to the elopement to
Reno.
Court adjourned
yeaterday afternoon with the story at the point
where the party of four, consisting ot
Marsha
Diggs, F. Drew Caminetti,
Warrington and Lola Norris, stepped
off the train at Reno. The girls swore
that Diggs bought the tickets and paid
for the sleeping car drawing
room
She swore that sh
they occupied.
saw the tickets delivered to the conductor.
Counsel for the defense objected to
the introduction of tickets on thn
ground that the witness could net
identify them as Hie tickets that had
been given.
"The objection Is overruled," said
the tjaii.s "The witness has said th&l
,

(Continued on page Ave).
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Consumptives Helped by
Tuberculosis Medicine
It
oily to believe that Consumption
differs from every other dlswiso in not
ri'iliiirlnK the use of any medicine for
its tiwiinient.
For n number of veurs
sn enormous ninss of voluntary and thank
ful ti'Rtlmoninls from persons who consider
Hint I hey owe their lives to Kekmim'g
Alterative, a medicine for Tuberculosis,
has been accumulntitiK. Surely plenty of
time to demonstrate its lastliiB
wluc. You
can write to any of them. Here is one:
.r:i3 Glrurd Ave., l'lillii., Pa.
"fleiitleiiien: Jn the winter of 1!K).'I T
hud mi iittnck of Grippe, followed by
Pneumonia and later by Consumption.
T
irrcw Rteiidlly worse. In the winter of
liH bud coii"h. nlRht sweats, fever and
raised quantities of awful-looklustuff
mid Inter I had many heinorrniiKi'x; at
one time fbr,f in three successive days.
Milk ami oKir
liecauie so distastefttl I
j
iniilil keep nothing down. Three phvsl-cfan- s
treated me. I was ordered to the
mountains, out inn not ho. Kckninn's Alterative was recommended by n friend.
After takliiK a small quantity, I had the
lirst (inlet night's sleep
for weeks. My
was marked from the first.
Improvement
I Rained
sfretiirth and weight anil appetite. I never had another heniorrhnce and
my coiikIi gradually lessened until entirely Kone. I am perfectly well. Everything I say here can be verified by my
finally and friends."
(Sworn nlliilavlt) ANNB F. I.Ot'f!nHA.
Ki kinaa's Alterative Is effective in Bronchitis, Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
Loirs; Troubles, and In upbuilding the
system. Does not contitku poisons, opiates
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
telllmr of recoveries, and write to Eckrnnn
Laboratory. Philadelphia, Pa., for more evidence. For sale by nil lending druegl
fid by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe
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Method of Home Treat'
ment that is Very
Effective.
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LOOKING AKoUNP

There is probably no other remedy
well known as S. S. S. for the blood.
ROAD TAX FIGHT
nd for this reason it is the one remedy invariably called for in treating
-pruritis and other skin diseases. But
THE
COURTS
TO
IIP
there are many people who do not
n
upon having S. a. S. and are easily
rsuaded to try something else "just
s good," so they are told.
If your
l lnod Is thin; If your skin Is irritated
The council will meet in spe- with eczema, lupus, tetter, psoriasis, or
cial session at S p. in. Wednes- ai'.v other blood humor; if you are
WHAT'S THE USE OF YOU WASTING YOUR
TIME
LOOKING
troubled with pimples or boils, do not
day, August 20.
permit yourself to be talked into buy-- 1 AROUND WHEN WE'VE GOT JUST EXACTLY WHAT YOU WANT?
something else, but Insist upon WHAT'S THE USE OF YOU WASTING YOUR TIME LOOKING FOR
8. S, S. It Is really a remarkable remcontains one Ingredient, the ANY BETTER PRICES WHEN WE'VE GOT THE PRICE THAT YOU
edy.
Apart from the report of the com active Itpurpose
2 COLLEGE BOYS
of which Is to stimulate WANT? WE WON'T WASTE ANY TIME
LOOKING
AROUND OUR
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
mittee to investigate the alleged the tissues
to
healthy selection of STORE FOR WHAT YOU WANT. WE HAVE A SPLENDID STOCK OF
KILLED
WIRE "street charges," the city council had its own essentialthe nutriment.
And the
'The West Point of the Southwest.
elements of this matchless HARDWARE THAT WILL STAND THE HARDEST WEAR AND WE CAN
other sensations and features of inter- medical
Hood purifier are Just as esrential to WAIT UPON YOU QUICKLY, AND WILL BE PLEASED TO SHOW YOU
est
its
at
meeting last night.
health as the nutritious
Hazleton, Pa., Aug. IS, Arthur May
Ranked as "Distinguished
elements of the meats, grains, fats and JUST WHAT WE HAVE WHETHER YOU BUY OR NOT.
Among these may be mentioned:
Walter Fey, members of the junioi
jand
U
"
our
of
S.
daily food. These facts
Institution
The proposal to make the sewer sugars
by the
class of electrical engineering at Pen:i- are brought out in a highly interestWOOD-DAVI- S
War Department.
jsylvania State College, were electro pies connecting the capitol and the ing book on skin diseases, compiled by
j
be
lo
the
the
mansion
medical
executive
of
built
the
Swift
by
cuted at the bis power plant of the
department
Located In the beautiful Peooi
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT.'
PHONE 14.
Co., 184 Swift Bldg.. Atlanta, PHONE 14.
liarwood Electric company here.
state, enlarged to eighteen inches so Specific
la. It is mailed free, together with a
Vlley. 3,700 feet above se level,
Death resulted from coming in con that property holders could profit by; special letter of advice, to all who are
unshlne every day. Open air
work throughout the entheses-iOD- .
tact with a live wire carrying a load this system the city to raise the ex- olruggling with a blood disease,
Conditions lor phvbical
of 25,0(1(1 volts to the Susquehanna
tra sum of $;',0(l0 for (his change.
and mental development are
The discussion as to the kind of on the value of a brick and concrete
known as the Berwick line.
IDEA L such as cannot be found
was not Been by any pavement to be built around the cap- curb the brick laid on a six inch coiv
The
accident
elsewhere In America. Fourrrete base. The cost to be two dol
of the employes, but the interference itol.
teen officers and Instructors, all
lars ana twenty cents ner square
so
with
current
the
tax
The
matter
a
of
deranged
things
poll
collecting
graduates from standard Eastfrom
Freeland
that
the
entire
in
of
view
of
the
region
the attorney '.ard. If this should be found too ex
Ten buildings,
ern colleges.
opinion
ne suggested a brick pave
nil lilt; iniilil ui mu"Uuu uu nit; auuiu general that the city has no right to
modern in every respect.
ment with concrete, on cobblestone at!
1
the towns of Berwick, Bloonio levy such a tax.
jand
:
Begects
cne dollar and seventy cents per
lurg, Danville, Mahoney City and
Council Meets At 8.
E. A. CAHOON, President.
Shenandoah were without current for
J. E. RHEA,
The council men got down to work t,qunre yard.
fifteen minutes.
The matter was refered to the same
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
at S p. m., as booh as Acting Mayor
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
IVath is believed to have resulted A B.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
committees appointed to discuss the
arrived.
ltenehan
W. A. F1NLAY.
instantly to May, who was working
sewer problem.
ODS. Electricity plays a most impoThe first discussion was about the
higher on a ladder than Fey. Signs
c For particulars and Illustrated
Frank P. Sturges appeared before
Ti,o financial
of life were visible in Fey and phy- ntfv tnv low
rtant part. The grandfather would
address,
Ule council asking for the opening
ofj
sicians were rushed to the plant. Pul tee reported through R. L. Baca that
on
Guada-street
a
west
of
the
side
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- more
motor were used for three hours with- it is making progress hut that
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.
iupe church. The matter was referred
time is needed for this levy work.
out avail.
ern home and why all this light? To
to the usual committee.
The application of Wood-DaviMarks upon the body of May indiThe council then adjourned tfi
make the home more homelike to make
iu
to
a
erect
tank
gasoline
cate that his face came in contact Company
front of their store was referred to meet in special sesion at S p. m.
hand
the
but,
conductors,
Fey's
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
jwith
Wednesday, August 20.
'is the only evidence of his contact. V. the committee on fire department.
for father, mother and children. Good light
The Road Tax.
iis believed that he grasped the foot
Mr. Renehan then brought up the AWAV
of his chum in an effort to warn hiin
HE
YEARS
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
or to pull him away.
road tax subject, quoting the attorney
BIGAMY
CHARGES
desired.
Both young men were working their general that there is no law authori:-ii.'PHONE 85 MAIN.
such a tax and denying the
jway through State College May was
a splendid specimen of human deve- vtlidity of the impost. Mr. Renehan
13. Missinc
Hazleton, Pa., Aug.
lopment and was a leader of athletics pointed out that it seems those who twenty-fou- r
years and long mourned
AND
I
in his class.
He also was exception-- laid the city tax will have to pay thVas dead, John Clement, of Philadelphia,
SWASTIKA
FACTORY WOOD ' ally bright, while .a Bttident in the county road
tax too. He said, how- - returned to Hazleton today to find his
Mazleton High School, from which he ever, that the question of
WOOD
CERRILLOS
authority wife remarried. Appearing before
Ikas graduated in 1911.
tax is one Alderman urellin, he caused the arfor
a
collecting
city
poll
STEAM COAL
WOOD
CORD
Fey was a member of the same class cf grave importance to Santa Fe as it rest of the woman and her husband,
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
re and at college with May, and both involves the collection of some $1200 .Joseph Paulin, on the charge of v'o- secured employment for the summer. to $14110. "Where the poll tax is alatln tne marriage law
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
They were engaged in connec'ing up substitute for work," he continued,
Because of the peculiar clrcum- a switchboard.
IS QUITE SO CONVEN- "it seems to me, by decisions 1 have stances of the case, the magistrate
read, (hat such a tax can be imposed deferred his decision untiLhu can con-- j
NT
IE
as
to touch the button and
DRINK-CRAZE- D
by a city. At any rate I urge the city fer with District Attorney Bigelow
HE
to make a test case and make it about it. The contention of Abner
your stove is ready to cook your
MURDER promptly."
ismitn, on Behalf of the defendants, is
iron
law
that
a
under
when
ready to use, your toasted
the
is
person
Turning around, Mr. Renehan said:
seve years, ne is presumed
heimlB8lnS
Mr.
"Where
is
French.
Perhaps
hurried
lnd
13.
for
Otis
the
Greencastle,
Aug.
breakfast, your vacuready
to be legally dead.
;Sandford, a painter, crazed by drink, would be willing to be the goat?"
for
um
cleaner
the
ready
Clement did not give his street ad
fray, your washer
There was muck laughter as Mr.
made the early hours of .day hideous
dress
b(at
the
he
and
fan
can't
to
hearing,
cleanse,
in the neighborhood
ready to cool the heat
ready
of Bainbridg"., French, the state engineer, looked up.
near here and received injuries which He is one of those who have complain- found tonight. He offered no explana
rooms.
will do every thins
ed
Electricity
as to the cause of his disappeajtlon
ed of the double poll tax,
will cause his death.
We furnish it at reasonable rates,
for
rance and long absence from the city.
you.
"I move that a teBt case be made,"
Sandford went to the homo of his
some light was thrown on this
day and night' Estimates and full inforwife, who had filed suit for divorce exclaimed R. J,. Baca, who had just jBut
and aroused her and the three chil- teen proclaimed the parliamentarian feature of the case by the woman, who
mation cheeerf ully given.
Bays that Clement deserted her after
dren. Their screams attracted the cf the council by Mr. Renehan.
were
Ave
lefr
and
married
years
jthey
woman's father, Aaron Hand, and her
case be !her to
"And I ask that the
support their three children.
brother, Ray Hand, who live in an ad- carried to the supreme court," said
N'o one knew where Clement went
house.
joining
Mr.
. . . $16.35
Renehan.
. . $47.35
Ten years ago the wife heard tha'
The two men took shotguns, bac
It was so ordered.
he was dead. Three years later she
CoPdo
18.15
Sandford had disappeared. They sent
. . 51.85
More Lights.
was married to Joseph Pauline. Th !
. . .
Mrs. Sandford and the children to the
Mr. Baca then asked if something
. . . 62.85
pail. have three children and own
Hand home and sat down to await
not
some
to
done
be
turn
j 40.00
Sandford's return. In a few minutes lVbt. nn Tlnpnn Vista etmpt crt moreierty
. . . 66.45
t(
that
,i
j.., u j rece
Ogden,
flames began issuing from Mr. Hands
7m
... h m itML nia wiuuw uu PHi.niH vault!
. ....v. ,
w.
..uu,..
78.85
New
. . . 51.85
bam, Sandford's corn crib and the ot.i- - name only. He thought that a
dollars. Tho
light at several thousand
jer buildings. While the women weie might well be installed up near the estate will some day go to Mrs.
fire
were
the
On Sale
recalled
fighting
1st to September
they
to the house by Mrs. Hand and her residence of Miss Conrad. Council- Pauline.
man Shoemaker asked for more
She believes that this brought Cledaughter screaming that Sandford waf on St. Catarina street and in thatlight
re- ment back.
It is now thought tha'. H
Tfl PACTPDM DO! NTS VIA
in the house trying to set it on fire
gion. The council referred the sub- he kept in touch with Hazleton whiie
and kill his wife.
of
will
or Chicago
New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
his shotgun ject to the committee on surveys and away or else learned by accident oi
Ray Hand
grabbed
his former wife's probable legacy.
of
be
again. He saw Sandford with a kniie lights.
SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT, N. M., AND RETURN, $12.10.
Sewer Question.
in his hand, standing over his wife,
A letter, somewhat techincal, was
and fired. The load of the shot struck
For additional information call on or address
the would-bmurderer in the shoulder read from the state engineer about
and he staggered into the yard and the tunnel sewer authorized
by the
fell. A younger sister of Mrs Hand legislature for the capitol building
'fearing another attack pounced upon and executive mansion. Mr. French
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
then took the floor and explained that
him with a club.
Sandford aroused himself and reel- it seemed wise while building a sewer
Manufacturers are absolutely
ed off into a cornfield, where he was to build one large enough to serve
dependent on retailers for the
found several hours later by neigh- Santa' Fe for future years. He point
consumer sale of their goods.
bors, attracted by the flames, screams ed out mat a nine inch sewer pipe, as
Retailers must have the manand shots. Sandford
had cut his stipulated by the legislature which
ufactured
"
throat.
products and must
SR
m
the
for
$9000
work,
appropriated
THIRTY-THIR- D
have consumers to use them.
GOOD NEWS
would eventually
prove too smart
retailer and
Manufacturer,
when' properly owners wished to tap
consumer are three links In the
Many Santa Fe Readers Have Heard it. He urged the city to look into the
For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
It and Profited Thereby.
golden chain of commerce that
matter and see if it would not be wise
circles the world.
"Good news travels fast," and the to add $3000 more so that a pipe
H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
The retailer finds his most
thousands of bad back sufferers In might be laid which would be serviceEUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.
efficient and most economical
Santa Fe nre glad to learn where re- able for all time.
to
consumer
lief
found.
Mr. Baca moved that committees be
shortcut
the
may be
Many a lame, weak
'Sly'.
In the
and aching back is bad no more, named to go over the plans with Mr.
through
advertising
thanks to Doan's Kidney Pills. Our hreneh. The committees were named
daily newspaper.
Retailers are ready to push
citizens are telling the good news of ai follows: Representing the counthose
their experience with this tested rem cil Messrs Renehan (or the mayor),
distributed
nationally
advertised In their
products
edy. Here is an example worth
Shoemaker, R. I.onez. C. Alarid and R.
home newspapers
because the
L. Baca.
7,
10, 11, 1913.
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Representing the tax pademand is made right here at
Mrs. S. M. Rodriguez, S. Palace ave., yersJudge X. B. Laughlin,
Mr.
MimiitiiiiinitM
home.
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "About three Justice R. H. Hanna, Former Mayor!
Manufacturer
and
retailer
years ago I had very bad pains in my Arthur Seligman, T. Z. Winter and
linked together in a definite
Each Department Overflowing With
back. They were so bad I couldn't President H. H. Dorman, of the chamI had trouble with the ber of commerce.
bend over.
from a
newspaper
campaign
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
team that scores new records
It was decided to meet at 2 p. m.
kidney secretions. I used a box of
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
on the sales totals.
Doan's Kidney Pills and was cured. Monday, August IS, at Mr. French's
Retailers are urged to imTwo months after that another of my office.
press on manufacturers the
It was pointed out that a fee of $23
family was taken with kidney comlllllltlllKIIIIIIM
104 DON (JASPER ST.
Telephone 9 W
of
advertisplaint. He was unable to work and t'. $40 for each sewer connection
in
weak.
like
He
two
felt
THE
SANTA
ing
used
boxes
of
would
papers
make
the
quickly
up
required
ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO
FE NEW MEXICAN.
Doan's Kidney Pills and since then. sum of $o000 which is the additional
Merchants and manufacturhe hasn't had any kidney trouble. We expense.
ers interested In local advertisare certain that the cure is a perma-- !
Paving Around Capitol.
nent one."
ing for nationally distributed
Another letter from Mr. French was
articles are invited to write to
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 lead concerning the kind of material
the Bureau of
'cents. Foster-MilburCo.. Buffalo. to be used in paving around the capiAdvertising,
American Newspaper PublishNew York, sole agents for the United tol. The state is to stand half of this
ers' Association, World BuildStates.
expense and the property holders the
MEXICO.
License Numbers, H-4ALBUQUERQUE,
Day or Nifht Phone, I JO Main.
Remember the name Doan's and other half. Mr. French gave estimates
ing, New York.
Next Door to Postoffice.
take no other.
for various materials, and laid stress
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f.a Follette, who is evidently prepar- - standpatters to inject an element of,
r.nBn,Ui,,t absence from the data invited by the foregoing ques-- !
into
conviction
their
propit hearings', desires to have from you tions. state whether or not the refusal
ing to submit his own tariff proposit sincere
FOR SALE BY ALL
Ions at one time. It is not at all un- ecies of woe
la more positive declaration than that proceeds from a disinclination to renDEALERS EVERYWHERE
der yourself, or any officer of your
likely that Mr. Ii Pollettes attempt
which you have made. Therefore,
Mode by
to impress his views on the tariff leg NO REFERENCE TO MAYOR
of the company, liable penally or in damages.
to the said direction
1
Adam Appell Water Bag Co.
OR COUNCILMEN.
THE AMERICAN
Islation will consume a' least a week
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Prom what source or sources
of which I am
yV-.i(- f
special committee,
Portland, Oregon
Meantime there litis been ten or a
chairman, would be pleased to hav you derive the information Hint, theie
writ-- was "common talk on the plaza" of
(Continued from page one).
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at
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least
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thev desire it. The smallest majority
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Tiitiht Co.,
Did you use the quoted languape council, or any member thereof, was are to be found: but since the person
they have bad was 10, which they ob- Santa Pe Water and
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Street. President,
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your franchise who
tained on some of the first votes. As
iupon no other authority than the say corrupt in relation
precipitated the investigation by
Santa Pe, New Mexico.
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about
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ing
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of safety was so large the Repu'i Dear Sirs:
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your
plaza
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I5y appropriate action,
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of
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prosecution
money council,
the city council of the city of
the payment of a large sum
attendance, with the result that
was written, it would seem
to wrote what
John Shoemaker. Itonnik to go to the citizens able to deliver any individual who is amenable
Democratic majority hus at times pon-- ipe,
further
that
pursuit would be the purinvolved
to 20 on one occasion
prosecution on any account
going 10 Lopez and A. R. Reneltan, as a spec- such franchise and not to the city?
of a chimera.
suit
ial committee, to investigate the im
If vou had anv other, and more de- in your intimation, but without you
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C. P. Street,
This result on the preliminary votes plied accusation contained in the let finite authority for your statement, active aid. the aid of Mr.
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what
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R. McFie, Was, with such specification
company,
ranks similar to that 7th, addressed to Mrs.
in Republican
chairman Civics Committee, Woman's enable the city council to act. ad futile.
on
the
which
obtained
LEGAL NOTICE.
Vnrv frnlv vnnn-power of first-clabill four years ago. A number of the Club, Santa Pe, and signed Santa re visedly upon the information thus con
only realized the business-buildin- g
In the Probate Court for and In tho
A. I!. UEXE-HAN& Light company, by C. I'. veyed.
(Sgd.)
senaWater
progressive Republican
Chairman
County of Santa Fe, State of New
If you bad no other authority for
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and tors have been voting with the Demo- Street, president, which was publishMr. Street's Reply.
Mexico.
ed in the Santa Pe New Mexican of your statement, than a report of "comThei."
tests.
most
of
these
on
crats
It In the matter of the Estate of Richard
it. your
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
A reply lias just been received.
action has greatly peeved the stand July 8, 1913, that "it is said to be com- mon talk on the plaza" was
Wilson I3arry, Deceased.
natters, and that eminent organ of mon talk on tbe plaza that our fran- intention to suggest that the city is as follows: 43 Cedar
Presentation
Notice of Appointment
Street,
And, if you wanted to make your business stationery standpatters, the "American Econom jchise is about to expire, and that. a council, or any member thereof, or
New York, Aug i, lPl".
of Claims.
100
efficient, you would specify
A. Ti. Retiehan, F.sq.,
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Notice is hereby given that the unCapita,! City Rank Huilding,
!
CHINA--AX.
M.
SMOKER
was duly appointed execuN
OPIUM
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Fe,
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FIND
TO
dersigned
THING
THE HARDEST
trix of the estate of Richard Wilson
iDear Sir:
Your letter of .July 2::rd hits been Barry, deceased, on the IlOth day of
s
in State of Phys'- The New Government Has Already Practically Exterminated the Habit That Kept Slant-Eyereceived and has remained unanswer-'e- July, A. D., 1913, and duly qualified as
Mental
and
Degeneration.
cal, Moral
owing to my absence from town such on the 7th day of August, A. D.
You state that your committee de-- l!'i:. All persons having claims against
sires information regarding the "im tbe estate of the said Richard Wilsou
plied accusations" contained in my narrv. deceased, should present them
Water-Marke
)
letter to the Civics Committee of the to the undersigned at Suite No. 1.
Woman's Club.
'Capital City Bank Building, within
The De Luxe Business Paper
In reply
beg to state that it was the time prescribed by law.
the:
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jnot my intention to suggest thatmemExecutrix.
mayor, the cily council or any
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because by comparison you
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to exert any undue
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara'
fluence over tbe company.
High Priced Lambs.
"Buffalo" Jones was here Beveral
Having thus answered your mam
impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
question, it seems to me that no good days Tli is week, inspecting his ranch-anlean come from any further discussion
really productive,
stock, south of town. While hero
of the matter.
Sir. .Jones shipped two full blood Persee
the
And
Yours very truly,
sian lambs to Canada, for which ha
Just specify COUPON BOND today,
(Sgd.)SANTA PE WATER &
received $,"i0 each. Ft. Suinner
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Subscribe fur tbe Santa
Mexican, tbe paper tbat boosts all
tbe time and works for tbe upbuild-La.

For quick results, a
little "WANT."
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It is clear from the answer thn'
nr. intention to Kiitrirest im-- !
ilium
present or
propriety of culpability,
prospective, on the part of the mayor
or any member of the city council. If
is true that there is no direct response
to the interrogatory as to whether any
"JOINT."
HANKOW
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A
SMOKERS"
"HOP
LAST
SOME OF THE
person, be he member of the city
of tbe passed through the nign rows 01 poppy council or outsider, has made a statesale
and
DINGLE.
consumption
J.
growth,
EDWIN
By
,
ment to the effect that, he could deaim
form other than med "'Hn as a man ana .ngm-rHankow, China, Aug. 13. The sub- rlrmr In
and eirls scorinc the burst- - liver the affirmative votes of the cily
iliu
We
ject of this picture, once so common iclnal, and years before the timf jMg C(ipsllle8 to extntRt the dreadful council for a new franchise.
are not disposed to consider this onus
to be seen in every province, city, specified by treaty with Great Britain, juce- in stopping tho
Today these fields are made to pro- sion to be an evasion, although super
village and hamlet of China, is now China has succeeded
We looit
duce rice and grains. The poppy haa ficially it might seem so.
almost a scene of the past. The opium importation of tbe Indian product.
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a
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my
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for
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all,
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Xow
that
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gone
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as hysterical rather than de
sity as the pigtail in China, and it will Bf0p the trade with India, some people .deep conviction that the Chinese gov- - published
be increasingly difficult for the kodak see the great danger of China falling eminent no long as there is a gov- liberate.
7.
We do not find any evidence Li
in snapping back into the old rut. But I do no: eminent at all will not allow tbe pon- fiend to satisfy himself
in our opinion
bftlieve that this will be the case.
pv again to take hold of the people justify further action,
opium fields 'or fiends.
bv the Water company
disclaimer
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not
must
be
It
A couple of years ago, the writer,
Inferred, however,
The Chinese government,
re- In a
long period of travel across Chine that the whole of the common people,
though it may be In many other
determtestified to the great amount of lan'lof China is anxious that the drugf
spects of administration, has
ined that the drug which has spent devoted to the growth of the opium should go. Tbe majority is not.
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Today some of the larger provinces,
looked away for miles and miles can be no doubt that the most promi-anseveral of them famous in years gone and saw
then nothing but long wavin?:
ent statesmen In China today are
of native-growby for the amount
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MAURY I. DIGGS LISTENING TO THE TESTIMONY
IN

C.

CASE.

NeMarried Man Accused of Taking Hig!- - School Girl From California to
vada for Immoral Purposes Snapped in Court While Hearing Evidence
That May Send Him to the Pei itentiary.

nun

j

1

HOW'S THIS7
We Offer One Hundred Dollars Re- ward for any Case uf Catarrh That
Cannot be Cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. X CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
NATIONAL, BANK OP COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists
Take Hall's Familv Pills for

HONEYMOON

A

TRIP AFOOT- -

j

I

EUROPE'S BIG LABOR) MERCHANTS MEET
BEDRIDDEN 27
WILL
LEADER COMES HERE
YEARS, BOUGHT
REORGANIZE!
TO STUDY AMERICAN
HOME BY PEN
TO-NIGH-

Wellington,
P. Lockhart,

j

j

-

Wtttta

Wftfim

Mo., Aug

1:1.

Thomas

after spending twenty
seven years in bed, practically in one
position, came to the death he for
vears had prayed for.
Lockhart's joints were ossified so
that the only movements of the body
he could make were a shrugging of
the right shoulder and the middle
joints of two fingers on the right hand.
With this shoulder and finger movement I.eckhnrt had written an autobiographical book which brought him
funds sufficient to purchase the home,
here in which he died and to pay for
a nurse to care for him constantly.
He had published several other writings mostly of a biographical nature,
and emphasizing precepis of patience.
Lockhart took to bis bed Christmas
a long ride
nigth,
through a cold rain. He never lef.
It. One after another his Joints be
came useless. He was 43 years old.

WORKING

The Retail Merchants' Association ot
the State of New Mexico wiU meet atj
s o'clock tonight in Rooms
la
the Laughlin block. The object, of
the mer- he meeting is to
chants and the professional men of
j this
city. There will be an election
'
of officers.
M. R. Mendelson,
of Raton. vlc,
president of the state association, am
P. E. Van Dusen of Raton, stale sec-- j
ictary, arrived here last night to ad-- -'
dress the meeting. E. ,T. Strong, president of the Xew Mexico Retail As
from Albuquerque, is ex
sociation,
pected here by this evening.
The association has about five bun-drcd members in the state and abou:
in the city, but an effort;
twenty-fivis to be made to enlarge this mini
iber to 150 or 200.

j

r

j 1

J

j
j

;

j

j

e

1SS6, following

Maury I Diggs in court listening
the penitentiary because he deserte
ramento, California, to Reno, Nevada,
to high school girl.
Diggs went in the company of F.
sioner general of immigration, who d
Lola Xorris, also a Sacramento high s
Both men are chaiged with viola
porting the girjs from one state to a

T:

j

I!

i

Lightning Kills Stock.
the electric storm Sunday
During
Work for the New Mexican. It I
to testimony that may send him tn
evening S. R. Bivens had three year-- I
d a wife and babies to elope from Sac- working for you, for Santa Fe and
ling steers, two mares and a colt killed
with Marsha Warrington, a Sacramet. the new state.
SiSaeRtyooor.. UNoenwooo
by lightning. The animals were Btanding near a barbed wire fence, when
current
Drew Caminettl, son of the commisTom Mann, of England, Leader of tne mighty,
their
eserted his wife and two children for
a
tcok
through
Makin
passing
ground,
is
Labor
Europe,
Organized
in a twinkchool girl.
,
ing a Tour of American Factories and bodies and sending them,
New Mexican Want Ads always Mines to See How American Work- ling, into kingdom cqme. McDonald
ting the Mann white slave act in trans,ewa,
nother for immoral purposes.
bring results. Try It.
ing People are Getting Along.

For quick results, a
little "WANT."

death-dealin-

J. Russell Kline, Mrs. Kline, Mrs. Ross. J. L. Ross. The
the Baggage on Their Backs.
Fort Wayne, Ind., Aug. 13. Four Cctober 81. Clad in the uniforms of
Fort Wayne newly weds, traveling as khaki and fully accoutered for the
"the Hoosier hikers" have just begun nip, the quartet of young pedestrians
the most unique honeymoon journey-e- got away amid the cheers of a big
record. They are J. Russel! Kline crowd of frieuds.
and bride, and J. Lew Ross and bride,
They will make stops at the prinland they have started to cover the cipal cities along the route, but they
loon miles between Fort Wayne and have nothing to sell and do not extheir
to pect to attempt to capitalize
Winchester. Va., afoot, expecting
complete the honeymoon journey by- unusual stunt.
Left to Right

Men Are Carrying

j

-
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THE
exchange and then "by withdrawing KNIGHTS DRILL AT
DENVER CONCLAVE,
or attempting to withdraw from consideration Buch legislation."
(Continued from page one),
New York, N. Y., Aug. 13. In all
iha l'l.iturt Ktntps onlv seven other
conclave
of the Knights
governors have faced impeachment triennial
iiei-e1
Devemtwu
in session
reand
the
men
empiar
These
proceedings.
the drilling
teams
and
are
entered,
were:
followed
suits that
Charles Robinson, Kansas, 1862, ac- - will not be completed until tomorrow.111
It is possible that a number of the PLANK SLOWEST
The competitions are peing neiu
j
Santa Fe citizens will make the trip
quitted.
built stadium 710 feet long
a
it
specially
and
1868,
THE
to
Harrison
Las
Florida,
automobile
Reed,
Vegas
by
.'.
404
feet
wide, seating approximate- some
by
need
will
is hoped that they
charges dropped.
The arena within
17
30,000
people.
Wm. W. Holden, North Carolina,
The visitors will be guests
boosting.
St. Louis. Aug. 13. The slowest
the stadium, where the competing
morn
ART SCHOOL
WIN
removed.
TO
automobile
ride
discovMILES
Sunday
an
1S70,
483
been
cf
WALK
has
world
in
the
TWO STENOGRAPHERS
- pitcher
18 il teams maneuvre, measures 5sl teet in
THAT MAKE A
Powell Clayton,
Arkansas,
ing all over the city and to the inter- ered. He is Eddie Plank, the Ath
SCHOLARSHIP AND ENCOUNTER ADVENTURES
length by 250 in width.
win
The
BOOK.
game
eaing points nearby.
Vpfiran. .lust for curiosity. charges dropped.
DIME NOVEL READ LIKE A COOK
The teams came onto the, field In
David Butler, Nebraska, removed.
be played in Amusement park. In
t0 ge,tie an argument, the Times s
from the drawing
'er to pay the expenses admission tpiegraph operator in Philadelphia
Henry C. Warmoth, Louisiana, 1872, the order resulting which was
done
i.ill be charged. Fifty cents will in- held the watch on Plank when ho trrra expired and proceedings , drop- of lots' for position,
Monday night in "tlie 'presence of memclude entrance and a grandstand Beat Initr.hed aeainst the Browns in the ped.
Adelbert Ames, Mississippi, 1S76, bers of the drill committee and capseries just completed.
tains of the teams. The results of the
resigned.
After Stovall made a double he
to contest will not be announced until
made
the.
one
was
reference
seconds
throwing
Only
thirty
the prizes will
first ball to Pratt .This period elapsed Mrs. Sulzer in. the testimony before tomororw night, yhen
be
presented.
Richard
ihe
the
committee.
from
ball
the
Frawley
after he received
Under the regulations governing
catcher and before he delivered it to I.'uber, secretary of the Frank W.
the bat. The next pitch requirea Srrauss company, was asked by Eu the competition any recognized system
seconds. Pratt hit tbis ene Lamb Richards, counsel for the ot Templar tactics may be used in the
twenty-fivNational League.
committee, if he had found among drill. The points on which each
ball.
Pet.
Won
Club
and the
tv.
will be marked
toon
IL. Strauss' cancelled checks a check
;
he
same
1:
the
.tin
inu'ng
32
72
New York
He said he maximum rating on each follow:
five seconds thro..' n the first ball payable to Mrs. Sulzer.
61
Philadelphia
15 points
General appearance
.523! to Williams. Three pitches to Palenti hud found no such check.
.r5
V
Pittsburg
15 points
A Frank W. Strauss check for $1
and
thirty-siand cadence
twenty-eight- ,
51.
.51.
Marching
required
Chicago
was among the seven checks, al Alignments
15 points
Is down his 00
Plank
.440
seconds.
.vi,
..44
thirty
Brooklyn
which
15 points
contributions,
his
campaign
wiggles
ltped
trousers,
.43?
hitches
58
Wheelings
up
cap,
..44
Boston
10 points
according to the testimony, went to Sword manual
.391 his left foot and buries, it in the
67
. .4:1
Cincinnati
5 points
box like un old hen go! in to most. pay for 200 shares of "Big Four" rail- Facings
..41 65
St. Louis
the road stock bought for $12,025 from Flank movements
5 points
jThen he carefully
5 points
bases and the outfield. to, and by '.he 'ioyer, Griswold and company, by Fred Oblique movements
American League. ,
eric uoiwe.11, cnargea oy me rrawiej
Won Ixst Pet. time he gets around to pitch the
Club
uispiay movements. 15 points
Teinplar
t;uiiiimiiet!, wnu Having ueeu cjuvci u
34
72
iter is half fidgeted to i'.imiu.
Philadelphia
.6fi
100 points
That's the system of his stalling to or Sulzer's dummy.
66
Total
Cleveland
Neither denial or confirmation could
.'
.557 get the other fellow over anxious,
59
47
The drill teams entered, follow:
Washington
be obtained today from the three stock
.523
53
of
jChicago
Chicago Commandery No. 19,
.481 SULZER LOSES FIGHT FOR SEAT. exchange houses with which Governor
54
50
Boston
to
of
Sulzer
is
the
have
dealt,
alleged
.428
63
46
No. 35,
Detroit
St. Bernard Commandery
story that Mrs. Sulzer, not the gov6!i
44
st. Louis
(Continued from page one).
Chicago.
ernor, has speculated in the stoe'e
.31.!!
67
35
Xew York
No,
50,
Commandery
Englewood
market.
Glynn, in anticipation of such a
was tho Chicago.
to
have
"I
say,"
nothing
American Association.
immediately following the
firm Columbia Commandery No ei
Ixist
'ni,.i reopntinn nf the articles of int substance of replies made by
Club
cago.
mutasked
about
when
the
members
.585
4!
69
te The senatej Milwaukee
76,
Woodlawn
Commandery
ter.
.tin'
.5561
52
IliOtiisville ..
Mrs. Sulzer, who was Miss Clara Chicago.
.551!
53
.65
Columbus .
Joliet Commandery No 4, Joliet,
married
Rodelson, of Philadelphia,
.517!
53
.K4
Minneapolis
Governor William Sulzer was Im- Sulzer, then a congressman, on July 111.
.453
64
.53
Kansas City
at 5:16 o'clock this morning 7, 1908. They have no children.
lvanhoe Commandery No.. 24,, 'Mil.453 peached
64
.53
'Toledo
Democratic majority in the
the
interbeen
Sulzer
waukee.
Mrs.
has
by
vitally
.442
67
.53
of the New York leglsla ested in politics and has accompanied
Raper Commandery No. L Indiauap
71
,15
,3Si assembly
.Indianapolis
vote 79 to 45, came aftei him on his campaign.
ture.
The
She is a de- olis.
f
an all night session and after the gov termined .resolute woman and hai
Columbia Commandery No. 2, Wash'
Western League.
wife had made an eleven! n often lauded her husband as a tighter.
D. C.
irgton,
Won Ixist Pet. ernor's
Club
of
hour effort to save him at the risk
"He's ready to fight at the drop of
No.
Gethsemane Commandery
.64
40
72
Denver
the hat," she was quoted as sayintr. Xewton, Mass.
sacrincing ner. own repuiuuuu.
48
. . . .64
Dps Moines
"k!! Organization leaders, who had spar not long ago, "and he'll drop the hat Ascaloii Commandery No. 16, St.
58
St. Joseph
for time all night in the fear that himself. As ,long as he fights," she Louis.
55
.509 red
57
Lincoln
u,M,l.l added, "I'll
uie
fight too and then some.'
iiujjcuLiimciit
prugiHin ui ...nnV.n.,nt
58
St. Aldemar Commandery No. 18, St.
56
Omaha
or
lacK
weicom
be
wrecked
Dy
voies,
.45:1
61
lxniis.
50
Topeka
.413 new comers to the assembly chamber, POSSES LOOK FOR ALLEGED
62
50
Oriental Commandery No. 35, KanSioux City
tin
NEGRO MURDERER. sas
71
43
,3;." summoned from New York, during
Wichita
City,
early hours and, assured of victory by
Mount Olivet Commandery No. 12,
Who
of
fire
a
13.
Two
started
Several
rapid
their presence,
Stenographers
Lexington, Mo., Aug.
Alma R. Bledsoe (left) and Ruth M. Towne,
Kan.
1
In An
1
Oday legislation with the adoption of the hundred men in motor boats, on horse- Wichita,
Newton Commandery No. 9, NewWalked From Los Angeles to San Francisco and Won Scholarship.
impeachment resolution.
back, and foot today continued beat- ton, Kan.
Art School.
in
National League.
of impeachment,
ing the country about Lexington
articles
Long
starCalifornia Commandery No, 1, San
eyes
of
find a pair
bright green
in-- I
at Boston.
of Goldie Winkfield. a young
Calif., Aug. 13.
San Francisco,
search
the
of
Chicago
the
findings
Frawley
corner.
Calif.
an obscure
Francisco,
from
at
her
ing
murat
(2)
and
of
accused
Brooklyn
attacking
Pittsburgh
Tired and tanned, but happy and
No. 10,
vestigating committee in substance, negro
Kansas
Commandery
City
Ghost or no ghost, here goes a
York.
New
St. Louis at
M.
lay ready for presentation in the desk dering Estelle Potter, a 13 year old Kansas City.
three
fired
and
she
healthy, Alma Bledsoe and Ruth
said,
bullet,"
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
of Democratic Leader Levy hours be girl, whose naked body was found in
sterlThe first prize is a
stenographers, ehots. Two reached their mark, and
fijwne, Los Angeles
fore the organization trusted its im- a ravine on her father's farm
irt
home
made
its
had
ing silver punch bowl and ladle, with
which
cat
wild
a
a
American
after
arrived
here
League.
call.
to
a
roll
recently
peachment resolution
thirty silver drinking cups. The cups
tumbledown chimney "shuffled
No games scheduled.
With the adoption of this resolution
hike from Los Angeles during which the
represent the thirty constituent comcff."
and the creation of a committee, head UNION PACIFIC'S HOLDINGS
in Colorado, each bearing
they encountered adventures that
A fight with a tramp whose attacR
Association.
American
IN S. P. ARE DISPOSED OF. manderies
ed by Mr. Levy! to prepare the article,
the name of a commandery and Its
vould make a dime novel read like a was quelled by the sight of MiBS
Milwaukee at Louisville (2).
Mr. Levy and his
a recess was taken.
is engraved with
Kansas City at Toledo.
cook book. By making tne journey Bledsoe's revolver and the slaying of
New York, Aug. 13 The managers number. The bowl
associates went through the formalitv
famous scenes in Colorado and bears
a
blacksnake
whip
with
Columbus.
rattlesnake
at
a
to
school
an
the
of
Minneapolis
won
to
dispose
art
within
of retiring,
syndicate organized
in three weeks they
the seal of the Grand Commandery of
were other Incidents of the trip.
St. Paul at Indianapolis.
hour, and sent the articles to the of the $88,000,000 of Southern Pacific Colorado in colored enamels.
The
scholarships.
"We slept in a bed just once and
desk with a resolution that stock owned by the Union Pacific rail
speaker's
handles are crested with knights' helOne night the girls slept in a haunt- that was in the dry bed of the Santa
that
announced
road
company,
today
be
adopted.
they
mets and shields. The cups also bear
ed house and Miss Bledsoe awoke to Llara river," said Miss Bledsoe.
A roll call showed the adoption of the entire amount had'toeen more than
The ladle has
the Beal in enamel.
with
considerable
for
subscribed
twice
the articles by a vote of 79 to 32. A
National League.
a
seal
the
passion cross,
by
supported
committee was appointed to acquaint European participation.
The dance that will be glvea will
At Brooklyn First Game
The
all being emblems of Templary.
SANTA FE ELKS
0
find.3
with
senate
the
the
one
assembly's
Pittsburg
be strictly an Elks affair with but
has the laurel, signifying
engraving
4 10
NOMINATIONS
of
senate
PRESIDENTIAL
the
ings at the meeting
these including Brooklyn
PLAY RETURN
or two exceptions,
the oak leaves and branches
SENT TO SENATE TODAY. victory,
and Gibson scheduled for 11 o'clock this morning.
Camnitz
Robinson,
who are not at the
for
and the grape for good
strength,
GAME AT VEGAS those players
and Miller.
In the light of the revelations conpresent time members of the lodge. Curtis, W. Wagner
13. TheJ fellowship.
to
D.
Mrs.
in
declaration
Aug.
Sulzer's
tained
C,
Washington.
innings.)
(10
The dance will be informal, baseball
The second prize is a sterling silver
Senator Palmer yesterday afternoon, president today sent the following
William Springer and E. J.
players always having a better time
loving
cup, thirty inches high, ento
inclined
senate:
friends
are
the
Sulzer's
nominations
Governor
game).
At
Brooklyn (second
the men behind the guns for at an informal dance, and the Klks
with Colorado Bcenes. Its cov4
graved
3 4
conJ.
Wm.
which
to
to
ordeal
view the
Price,
Minister
Panama,
n Pittsburgh
today
mounted
is
er
a
3
knight.
the local Elks baseball team this hdpe to show the Santi; Fe people
1
8
fronts him with less apprehension of Kentucky.
Brooklyn
time.
The third prize is a parlor grand
and Simon, Kel than before his impeachment. By her
in the revenue cutter
morning sent a challenge and Invita roaring good
Constructor
McQuillen
O'Toole,
For the baseball part of the affair ly; Yingling, Reulbach and O. Miller. assertion that she had diverted part service, Frederick Allen' Hiittiifwell of piano, and the fourth and fifth prize's
tion to the Santa Fe team for a baseare silver loving cups.
ball game and dance to be given Sun- the local team expects to administer
of the campaign contributions sent, her New York.
found so efas
The value of the prizes are $5000,
same
the
they
dope
Iouis-Xeand
respectively,
without
to
York
game postponed htmband,
St.
Saturday night
day
private purposes
Fe last
$2500, $1200, $1000 and $750.
two games tomorrow.
his knowledge and used them to pro- PRINTERS HESITATE BETWEEN
Rain;
'says Tuesday's Las Vegas Opt'v The fective at Santasame team Sunday.
will be
Each member, regular and substiCANADA AND RHODE ISLAND.
Practically the
cure stock in Wall street, she has
Santa. Fe team accepted the
used.
tute, of every drill team competing
game shorn the articles of impeachment of
Boston Chicago-BostoAt
m'any of their terrors, his friends deNashville, Tenn., Aug. 13. Calgary will receive a handsome souvenir pas'
postponed, rain. Two games
inches! cast in
clare.
and Providence appeared to be the Bion cross, 4 by 3
The articles of impeachment make most, prominent candidates for hoBt to bronze and beautifully engraved and
a document of more than 4,000 words. the next convention of the Interna- bearing the emblem of the Grand EnAmerican Association.
They are interceded by the formidable tional Typographical union when the campment, the seal of the Grand Comconvention in session here today mandery of Colorado, a mounted
At Louisville (First game)
heading:
WHO T0L0 TP COBB
WHO 6055E5
WHO IS B0S5 OF
A vote on
the knight and inscribed with the date of
1 3 1
"Articles exhibited by the assembly heard nominations.
Milwaukee
WHERE
GET
TO
THE NATIONAL ?
I $ 2 of the state of New York in the name nominations will take place tomorrow. the conclave.- The inscription Is
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Louisville
OFF AT?
wound about with the Columbine, the
?
Cutting and Hughes; Loudermilk of themselves and of all of the people
7
Colorado state flower.
of the state of New York against Will- WOMEN VOTERS HOLD
and Severlod.
AT WASHINGTON,
in
said
of
iam
CONVENTION
state,
Sulzer,
governor
fifth
of
end
rain.)
inning;
(Called
maintenance
of the
impeachment
CATHOLIC SOCIETIES TO HOLD
Washington, D. C, Aug. 13. Women
against him for wilful and corrupt
NEXT MEETING AT BALTIMORE,
At Columbus
foi' voters, representing four million of
2 7 0 conduct in his said office, and
Minneapolis
tosex
in
crime
and misdemeanors.
their
3
9 3 high
many states, gathered
Columbus
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 13. BaltiThe eight articles In substance set day as delegates to a three days con- more was unanimously chosen as the
Burns, Olmstead and W. Smith
of
council
ference of the national
forth :
Davis and S. Smith.
meeting place of the next convention
That Governor Sulzer, in filing his women voters.
of the American B'ederation of Catholic
Milwaukee-Louisvill- e
second game statement of campaign expenses, set
societies at the closing session today.
WHO PUT THE CON
WHO WORRIED HIS
WH0 CALLED
forth his entire receipts at $5,460 and PROMINENT GERMAN
as follows:
rain.
Officers were
postponed;
IN CONFERENCE ?
LfNCH'5 BLUFF?
HEAD OFf AFTER
stateTODAY.
DIES
SOCIALIST
expenditures at $7,724; that this
Chas. I. Denechaud, New
President,
Au13.
WAR 05
ment "was false and intended by him
Zurich, Switzerland, Aug.
Indianapolis-St- .
At
Indianapolis
Orleans.
,
St.
Paul game postponed; rain. Two to be false and an evasion of the stat- gust Ferdinand Bebel, the German soMatre,
Secretary. Anthony
died here today aged 73. Louis.
of the state."
utes
cialist
leader,
tomorrow.
games
The cause of Bebel's death was
That the affidavit of Sulzer as to
Treasurer, F. V. Heckenkamp,
the correctness of the campaign state- paralysis of the heart.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
111.
Quincy,
made
ment
"was
and
false
corruptly
San Francisco was heralded as thfl
Reports of games received too late
ENGINEER KILLED IN
for publication in yesterday's New by him."
ideal place for the 1915 convention by
WABASH TRAIN WRECK
That Sulzer was "guilty of mal and
Mexican:
the Rev. Raphael Fuhrfl of Los
13.
A
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St.
of
conduct
Mo.,
In
and
passenLouis,
Aug.
guilty
corrupt
National League.
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The
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specific
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bribing
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be called in that California city
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a
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train
at
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that
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today
7 5 charge
freight
3
Frawley
Chicago
WHO REMINDS
WHO REMINPS WW
the Panama exposition and
WHO REFUSED TO
MlUard, Mo. The engineer of the pas- during
9 13 0 mittee was Investigating the governBoston
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Catholic week whlcti is vo
YOU OF A BEEF
the
during
was
killed.
Stack, Lavender and Bresnahan; or's campaign accounts, lie "fraudu- senger train
observed.
ftUST?
lently caused" three witnesses to
Hess and Whaling.
(2
"withhold their testimony."
SEVEN DROWNED WHEN
That the governor was guilty of supj1x V
BURKE DEFEATS OATMAN
LAUNCH CAPSIZES IN SWELL.
evidence.
IN BILLIARD TOURNEY pressing
was
of
the
That
guilty
governor
Superior, Wis., Aug. 13. Seven pera witness
Are You
In the handicap tournament lajt "preventingL.and dissuading
sons out of a launch party of twenty-threfrom attending
(Frederick
Colwell)
dewere drowned in Superior bay
night at the Montezuma, Ed Burke
a subpoena.
feated Oatman 150 to 92, Oat man play- under
The party seated on the roof
today.
election
the
That
to
governor
prior
V VMI .
Ml"
ing 100 to Burke's 150. Martinez play- used
was thrown Into the bay
of
the
launch
"in
funds
speculating
campaign
ing 60, defeated Owen GO, by a score in stocks
by the swell of a passing tug. Nearby
such
stole
and
thereby
to
42.
60
NT
of
craft came to the rescue and all but
WHO RUNS THE WHOS PRESIDE WNfK
checks and was guilty of larceny."
WHO WROTE "CASEy
Tonight at billiards. McClintock 35,
WUS0NAN0 MARSHALL
seven of the twenty-threwere saved.
use
to
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Sulzer
That
threatened
WHOLE SH'BAWG?
will
will play Cronenberg 65; Diaz 50,
GO OUT TO
Later six bodies were taken from the
office to
his
of
and
Influence
authority
will
BALI PARK
play WUson "0; and Oatman, 100
bay.
affect the vote or political action ol
3
play Martinez 60. In pocket billiard)
certain public officers, including two
Baca will play Read 60 to 45:
SPECIAL POLICE ARE NOT
and Hoover will play 60 each, assemblymen.
Tonic
ALLOWED TO LAND BY STRIKERS
That he corruptly used his authority
and Chaves 55, will play Ortiz, 50.
Vancouver, B. C, Aug. 13. Twenty-fivA bic match has also been arrange'! as governor to affect the prices of
special police, sent by steamor
ex
stock
"York
on
New
securities
the
200
to
15(.
between Gooch and Dohrer,
to
reached there at noon
Nanaimo,
was
specin
which
he
some.
of
change
were
met
at the wharf by a mob
and
recon
or
otherwise,
margins
Work for the New Mexican. It is ulating,
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUGGISTS
coal
of
miners and driven
striking
F4
working for yon, for Santa Fe and ommending and pressing for passage
back on board the boat.
legislation affecting business of the
the new state.
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of Sickness.
There are upwards of ono million deaths
each year in the United States. In lM
of cases the people who din are less than
sixty-tivyears old. The evils that are
due to disease can be escaped just in prous
tlie cundi lions and habits that,
portion
bring on disease become more widely
understood.
Then too a chronic disease which may
bailie the skill of the general practitioner
may yet be permanently cured by the
Physician who has made one line of disease a specialty.
It would be just as absurd for the Professor in a medical college presuming u
lecture or, all subjects as for the one Physician to presume to understand the nature and cure of every disease.
established
, That, is why Dr. IL
the Invalids' Hotel and Surpiea! Institute,
full
of l'by-- i
stall
a
with
many years ago
sicians and Surgeons who though edu-- .
cated to practice in all departments of
medicine are hern assigned to a special
department only to which each special-- :
1st devotes his entire time, study and
attention.
The sick who have been treated at Dr.
Pierce's Invalids' Hotel. Buffalo. N. Y.,
have much to say in regard to this wonderfully equipped Sanitarium, where all
electrical apparatus, us well as electric
water baths, Turkish baths, static electric machines,
current,
and oilier most modern and up
are used for the cureot chronic,
apparatus
diseases.
The treatment of chronic diseases that tire peculiar to women have for
many vears been a factor in the cures
affected lit the Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute.
ilie plivsicnins :i.ni surgeons empioyeci
are among the most experienced and skillful in the country, men w ho have made
these diseases their life study, and whose
highest ambition is to excel in their
treatment.
Uow well they have succeeded may be
judired from the fact that their practice
embraces cases from every State and Territory of the Union us well asarefrom foreign
lands.
annually
Many thousands
treated, either through correspondence
It is an
or at Dr. I'jeree's Institution.
old adage that. "Experience makes perfect." and the skilled specialists In this
Held of practice cure thousands of cases
which have been abandoned as incurable
by general practitioners.
One of the most wonderful electrical
used at the Instiappliances is the
tute which may be used both in the treatand in the diagdiseases
of
various
ment
nosis of manv obscure conditions. With
its aid the interior of the human body is
no longer the sealed book it has bet n heretofore."
Abnormal slates of the bones,
gall stones, stone in the bladder or in the.
shown plainly by what are
are
kidneys,
Internal
known as
photographs.
tumors, and the enlargement of the
discovered
are
also
by tbis
organs,
means and in the diagnosis of tuberculosis
has
of the lungs this agent
proven a most
valuable aid. When upplied to somo of
the less fatal chronic ailments of germ
origin it lias proven very effective as tt
curative agent.
Another interesting proceeding is the
violet-ra- y
treat ment, produced by concentrating the violet ora chemical rays from
an arc light with
specially prepared
carbon upon any portion of the body that
may be the seat of pain. Sufferers from
strains,
neuralgia, sciatica, rheumatism, exhaustsprains, also from those obscurecannot
at,
ing pains (the origin of which
times be accurately determined) frequenta
from
relief
tind
immediate
single
ly
treatment and usually with a little persistence in the use of this aid. comfortable
health or perfect recovery is obtained.
The incandescent light bath, consisting
of a cabinet in which the patient is
bathed in the combined rays of many
electric light globes, has produced really
wonderful results in diabetes, sciatica,
rheumatism, obesity, iinieniia, and some
forms of kidney and heart trouble. It
has also proven valuable in chronic bronchitis, bronchial asthma and various skin
diseases. As a general hygienic measure,
its efficiency cau scarcely be,
Hundreds are brought to this Institution from far distant states and they go
home in a few weeks well and strong.
Quite as marvelous are the thousands of
curat annually accomplished through
while the patient remains
in perquietly at home. Others consult are
proson, uud after being examined
vided with especially prepared medicines
and return home to carry out the treatment.
Everyone who consults the specialists,
whether by letter or in person receives the
most careful and considerate attention.
Great care is exercised not to over encourage those who consult the specialists
of this institution that no false hopes
may be raised.
Consultation bv letter or In person Is
absolutely free no charge whatever so
that the public, when afllieted are Invited
to write Dr. Pierce at the Invalids' Hotel
and Surgical Institute, Buffalo. N. Y.
e
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OFFICERS ELECTED FOR
STATE BAR ASSOCIATION.
,
Raton, N. M Aug. 13. Officers of
the New Mexico State Bar association
were elected this afternoon as follows:
President, Francis C. Wilson, Santa
Fe.

First district, Judge

E R. Wright, Santa Fe.
Second
district,
Summers Burkhart, Albuquerque.
Third district, E. E.
Medler, Las Cruces.
t,

Fourth district, Herbert W. Clark, Las Vegas.
Fifth district, G. A.

Richardson, Roswell.,
Vice president, Sixth district, A, R.
Ryan, Silver City.
Seventh district. M.
C. Mechem, Socorro.
t,

Eighth

t,

district,

Tucumcari.
Secretary-treasure.Mrs. Nellie C.
Pierce, Albuquerque.
The next meeting place has not been
The meeting will end with
chosen.
a banquet tonight.
Reed Holloman,

IRRIGATION PROJECT NEAR
DENVER IS REORGANIZED.
Denver, Colo., Aug. 13. Steps to

carry out the court order for reorganization of the Denver Reservoir &
Irrigation company were taken today.
The first was the payment of $1,250,-00in liquidation of encumbrances
cgainst the company's holdings. According to telegraphic advices this
sum was to be transferred immediately to a Denver bank by the Chicago
Title & Trust company, of Chicago,
vhlch was named as trustee in the
court order entered by District Judge
0

W. Allen.
The project- - Involves
near Denver.
O
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I
banker,' arrived in the
hiladelphia
city last night and is registered at the
i)e Vargas hotel. Mr. Bhldle is much
irterested in the southwest.
F. ('. Wilson of this city was today
elected president of the state bar as
sociation succeeding V. I). Walton,
to a telegram received from
OF HIS TRIP Katon this afternoon.
SCIENTIST'S DESCRIPTION
is
William Middle of Philadelphia,
INDIANS
OF HOSTILE
TO THE LAND
spending a few days in Santa Fe sightCALLED
SOMETIMES
"CANNIBALS," seeing and is more than pleased with
his trip.
AROUSES GALES OF LAUGHTER.
125 Palace Ave
Frederick Webb Hodge. American
ethnologist, arrived Jast night from
SJivanus Griswold Morley, Harvard Washington, I). C, and leaves this
Ruieutist and authority on Mayan civ- morning for the Kito de los Frijoles 8,n come out in the papers anyway
ilization and history; resident of Santa canyon. Dr. Hodge has visited Santa mid that my father would know soon-F'several times and years ago he
Ve and prominent clubman, motorist
or iatl r Und that we had belt eland good fellow; explorer of Ceneral explored New Mexico.
go.
manes r. i.u.nims, .American .,,
,
America and recently returned from
"Miss Norris told ,him
it would !
thrilling adventures by land and sea, thor and explorer, arrived Irom (
her mother and Caminetli and Diggs
last uight. and lectured at the told us that our
by
facing hostile Indians (described
parents would 'soon
received the summer session of the School 01 get over it. They kept urging us to
some as eannibalB)
(plaudits of an amused and admiring American Archaeology. Mr. Lninmlsj go immediately.
no longer wears bandages around his
throng at the Old Palace of the
"On Saturday, March S, Diggs reeyes and lie appeared in excellent, turned from San Francisco from a
last night.
health.
The occasion whs lite lecture given
business trip. He called Lola, CaniiII. R. Mendelsoii, vice president
by Mr. Morley before the summer!
I'cm anu mij 10 a care, umi us uis
of
Retail Merchants Association
si hool and visitors on his recent exfather was coming up from Berkeley
10.
Van
New
F.
and
Dusen,
Mexico,
Cozuim-in
to
Yncatiiu
ami
i edition
the following Monday to put ('ami-- !
arrived
the
state
last
secretary,
night
the interests of the San IJIeso exposl'
neiti in jail and have us prosecuted.
the
are
and
at
from
Raton
registered
tion.
He said that be had cleaned up his
llu
lwttl That- ..w l.,i..
The dangers of this expedition, in
and that we would have to
business
attend a meeting of the merchants in have
v. hioh Mr. Morley was associated with
right away. We protested, but
the
tonight.
Laughlin
building
Jesse Nnsbaum, photographer and
or four hours consented
wile and three i.lter three
if. V. 13. Smith,
were first told in the New Mexto go.
F.
Smith
Misses
(lie
Mary
ican last. May before the San Diego or (laughters,
"The next day, we met again and
and Cecil Williams, all of Kauta Hosu, Hie
nny other papers got hold of the ad-- I
men finally decided on Reno, at'-venturers. And last night Mr. Morley have been In Santa Fe for a few days, tt r considering Salt. Lake City, and
with a chalk line map in front of him, having come overland by automobile, 'Los Angeles. We tried to back out.
They express We said we would
Itook his auditors over sun parched camping on (he way.
just as soon stay
earth and choppy sea, up to ancient much enjoyment in the outing which and take chances on the scandal,
have had, but make mention of
we couldn't back out.
temples and past luxuriant vegetation they
the matter which is the paramount one The lold us
of tropical grandeur.
"That night we met in a cafe.
in New ?Iexico at this time- - that of
It was an impromptu kind of lecture
roads. Mr. Smiili says that a ( ammetti went out to get some
rnd again and again it was interrupt- good via
San .lose, San Miguel, Anton money. We went to the railroad staed by ripples of mirth which swelled trip
is one of continued delight, tion and while there a train for Reno
into streams of laughter as Morley ehic.o,
that by way of C'liapelle to San- - was pulling out. I told Diggs would
threw in side remarks and witticisms and
ta Rosa, along the Santa Fe trail can- - Htay in Sacramento. He said he cared
which appeared entirely spontaneous.
would have
not be surpassed, but urges the neces too much for me and
For once since his return from
sity of some road work to make it to go.
r
scientist-explorellie
Island,
"Caminetti didn't come with the
what it should before automobile
laid to rest the report that, he and just
He suggests that th.ose who money and we missed the train. Later
travel.
"Newsy" had been in grave danger are looking for a pleasureable outing we met Caminetti at the cafe and at
of
"The report of canni- and a new
route, try the above men- midnight went to the station again.
bals down there may have been due to tioned
When we got there, Diggs lold us to
trip.
the fact that eleven men were eaten
v.ait where we were and lie went ovei
up four hundred years ago," he said.
and
bought the four tickets.
as his friends shook with laughter at SHE TELLS OF HER
"We got into Die Pullman car and
TRIP TO RENO.
the suggestion of the dainty morsel
Diggs engaged a drawing room. He
s
the
had missed.
But he
1
saw
paid the Pullman conductor.
one.
from
(Continued
page
admitted that he had been near to
dim give the railroad conductor
the
hostile Indians, and had traveled
for our trip to Reno. Miss
around with guns put out of commis- the defendant had bought the tickets tickets
and later gave them to the conductor Norris and Caminetti took the upper
sion by the salt water.
of the train. That's as near as you berth and Diggs and I had the lower.
ITis description of the trip to
"We arrived at. Reno the next day
can trace them.
No closer identificamade in a Mexican gun boat for
the tenth at about, noon and went
tion could be made unless some one
which he did not have to pay fare
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ADVANTAGES: Requirements fully up to those
of standard schools of mines everywhere; close
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
where the various metallurgical processes are Illustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for Its
'purity; good dormitory accommodations at low cost

etc.
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And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Give us a

us show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - - Galisfeo and Water Sts.
Phone, Main 250.

iHENRY KRICKes
DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Ag ent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
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Santa Fe, New Mex.
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DISHES run by electricity or alcohol? I have a fine
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e
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of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
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Secretary.
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....
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going
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keep the story out of the papers.
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Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.
ft Booklet Free on Request K
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Tha New Mexican Review. ..
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Since Its Establishment Over Forty- -
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It has constantly adhered to the strictest lines
of business integrity, rendering a uniformly efficient service to all depositors and confining its loans to reliable individuals and firms in Santa
Fe and vicinity. The wisdom of its ooiicy of combining a progressive an1
a conservative service is clearly reflected In the steady, consistent growtn
which the institution has enjoyed, !ts resources now exceeding ONE Mil
LION DOLLARS.
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HOTEL DE VARGAS
THE WEEK

Are you ambitious to own your own home?

Have you been waiting because you thought lots
were too high?
One MASTER opportunity is now offered you in the
Don Diego addition. These are the most desirable lots on the South Side. Four blocks from
the Capitol.
Sixty-foboulevard. Alleys for every lot.
Unsurpassed landscape views.
Six hundred feet of large water mains have recently
been completed.
Reached either from Cerrillos Street or Galisteo
and Buena Vista Avenue.

1

ANNOUNCEMENT
EXTRAORDINARY

sledge-hamm- er

to-d- ay

BIG REAL ESTATE SALE

ot
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It is not necessary to tell the WISE ones, that are
right now "harvesting," of the
blows that are being used to wake up sonfe of
the real assets that we have here.
will not
Such an opportunity as we offer you
be had again. Prices we ask you will be five
times as high in the very near future.
Now is the opportune time. If you ever have ambition to be a KINO and own your own home
we urge you to take advantage of this sale. We
urge those contemplating to build to adopt the
New Old banta he plan.
These lots are rolling and well drained.

DON

DIEGO

ADDITION, FOUR

BLOCKS

FROM

CAPITOL

Sale Starts Safy Morning at 10 O'clock

5
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- DISCOUNT FOR CASH
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